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Over the past four decades, there has been a dramatic shift in the financial landscape faced
by the typical American investor. The broad-based shift from defined-benefit pension plans
to defined-contribution (DC) plans has moved the responsibility for asset allocation from
pension fund managers to ordinary Americans. More than half of all American households
now accumulate significant financial wealth by the time they retire. This shift has been
accompanied by changes both in financial regulation and in the financial products available
to retail investors, and in particular the rise of target-date or lifecycle funds designed to
provide investors with easily-accessible age-appropriate allocations across asset classes.
That is, following common portfolio advice, these funds hold given fractions of their assets in
stocks and bonds, mostly stocks when the investor is far from retirement, and an increasing
share of bonds as the investor approaches their expected retirement date, the ‘target date.’
The rise of target date funds – driven by both financial regulation and the 2006 Pension
Protection Act -- has been accompanied by a large change in the way typical Americans
invest. Analyses of anonymized big data on individual financial accounts show that the
typical Americans investor now holds much more of their portfolio in stocks and less in
bonds than previously. This large change is partly driven by target date funds, but the rise in
investment in stocks is more pronounced and broader than just that caused directly by target
date funds, suggesting that the implicit portfolio advice in these funds spread beyond their
own direct reach.
The rise of target date funds has not only changed the investment behavior of typical
Americans, but it has shifted the dynamics of the stock market. While not an original
intention of this financial innovation, target date funds have moved a significant fraction of
US retail investors to an actively ‘market-contrarian’ trading strategy that trades against
aggregate stock market momentum and fluctuations. Traditionally, many retail investors are
either passive – letting their portfolio shares rise and fall with the returns on different asset
classes – or they are active and tend to reallocate their assets into asset classes or funds
with better past performance, a behavior known as ‘positive feedback trading’ or ‘momentum
trading’ that can amplify price fluctuations. In contrast, by rebalancing to maintain ageappropriate asset allocation, target date funds sell equity after good performance and buy
equity after bad. This has changed investor flows across mutual funds held by target date
funds and has changed the returns of the individual stocks that they hold.
But how should typical working Americans invest? This question can now be answered
more accurately and robustly and in a more customized manner than ever before. Machine
learning methods are being developed to solve for optimal saving and portfolio choices in
complex non-linear – one might even say ‘realistic’ -- lifecycle portfolio models. These
solutions can be used to design better funds, or to improve robo-advising tools to provide
proscriptive advice on saving and portfolios for typical American retirees.
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The MIT Sloan Master of Finance (MFin) Program is a top-ranked, STEM program, which
emphasizes a foundation in how markets work and a rigorous curriculum engineered around
the most advanced financial and quantitative theories and practices. As innovation,
regulation and globalization continue to drive change, MFin students are prepared to exceed
your expectations today and continue to add value tomorrow.
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The MITx MicroMasters® Program in Finance helps learners around the world meet the
complex demands of today’s global finance markets with 5 courses developed and delivered
by MIT Sloan faculty. The program offers recent graduates, early to mid-stage
professionals, and other individuals interested in pursuing a career in finance, an opportunity
to advance in the finance field or fast-track an MIT Sloan Master of Finance degree through
a rigorous, comprehensive online curriculum, delivered by the world-renowned MIT Sloan
School of Management.
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The combination of rapidly aging populations and increasing life expectations have created a
global challenge for the funding of retirement. As is evident from the trend of the last decade
to cap or outright move away from PAYGO and defined-benefit retirement plans, individuals
are becoming increasing responsible for funding and managing a larger proportion of their
retirement through personal saving and defined-contribution plans. SeLFIES is a proposed
innovation to enable people to do so and improve their retirement outcomes. SeLFIES also
offer a potential large-scale efficient source for funding Sustainable Development Goals
because its payout pattern matches the cash flow pattern from infrastructure investments
essential for SDGs. In addition to matching the payoff pattern, SeLFIES would be local
funding for local projects and so would not have local currency risk experienced with foreign
bond buyers.
SeLFIES (Standard of Living Indexed Forward-starting Income-only Securities) is a bond
designed to replicate the pension-like payout pattern desired by individuals in retirement.
Purchased during work life, they have a deferred start of payouts until a specified future date
(anticipated retirement date) and from that date on there are annual level payouts with
indexing, until a specified ending date (a bit longer than life expectancy at retirement).
SeLFIES would be issued as a series with different annual starting dates. The payouts are
indexed to aggregate per capita consumption, so that the holder is hedged against both
consumption inflation and standard of living change risks. Like an ordinary bond, SeLFIES
can be sold in the market or redeemed by the issuer at any time. It is designed to work in
any country with a government bond market.
Designed to require only knowledge that individuals already have, SeLFIES address the
major challenge of a lack of financial literacy and high transactions cost. The only
information the saver needs to select the correct bond is their anticipated retirement date.
Once the bond is purchased, there are no further transactions required because there are no
coupon payments to reinvest and its payouts match those desired for a pension-like pattern
in retirement. Therefore transactions costs and fees are minimized. Complex decisions of
how much to save, how to invest, and how to draw down are simply folded into an easy
calculation of how many bonds to buy to meet their retirement goal. SeLFIES can be nearly
seamlessly coordinated to exchange for a life annuity with the same payout level at

